REDUCING INEQUALITIES FOR FOOD SECURITY AND NUTRITION

DRAFT CONCLUSIONS

MATTERS TO BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE COMMITTEE

1. Mr Bernard Lehmann, Chairperson of the HLPE-FSN Steering Committee, introduces the HLPE-FSN report on “Reducing Inequalities for Food Security and Nutrition”. Mr Bhavani Shankar, HLPE-FSN Project Team Leader, presents the main findings and recommendations of the HLPE-FSN report.

2. The Committee:
   a. Acknowledges with appreciation the work of the HLPE-FSN to prepare the report on “Reducing Inequalities for Food Security and Nutrition” and the presentations made by Mr Bernard Lehmann and Mr Bhavani Shankar, on the main policy relevant evidence included in the report;
   b. Recalls the provisions contained in paragraph 21 of the Rolling Section of the CFS MYPoW 2020-2023;
   c. Welcomes the nomination of […] as Rapporteur of the policy convergence process which, based on the HLPE-FSN report and other relevant available scientific sources, will be identifying areas of agreement to be addressed by different actors and at different levels;
   d. Recognizes the importance of an inclusive process, open to all interested stakeholders, leading to the preparation of an agreed set of recommendations to be presented to the Committee for endorsement at CFS 52 in October 2024;
   e. Takes note of the following comments, initiatives and experiences shared in the plenary discussions:
      i. […]
      ii. […]

1 Following the launch of the HLPE report in 2023, the identification of a Rapporteur among CFS Members and a plenary discussion at CFS 51, CFS will conduct a policy convergence process. The process will lead to the development of Policy Recommendations to be presented to the Committee for endorsement at CFS 52.